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1. Introduction.-This note (an abstract of results to be published in
full elsewhere) contains a reformulation and extension,of the- theory
outlined in the preceding note under the same title1 (henceforth referred
to as I). The new theory is consequently based on a complex differentiation process (and on the concomitant integration) and is therefore a true
generalization of classical function theory. It applies to all elliptic linear
homogeneous partial differential equations of second,order (and to systems
of first order equations) for unknown functions of two variables. The,
new theory contains as special cases and unifies the results of I on selfadjoint equations, the earlier more special theory of sigma-monogenic
functions by A. Gelbart and the author,2 and the very ingenious extension
of this theory proposed by Markushevitch.3
< +Co, E
Notations: Eo denotes the finite z-plane: iZi = |x +
the whole function theoretical plane (Riemann sphere): z| < + C
I) the closure of a domain D. Functions of the real variables x and y are
written as functions of z = x + iy, without implying analyticity. If f is a

iyI

complex number, f denotes its complex conjugate. Partial derivatives are
denoted by subscripts; in particular, 2w2 = w. - iwy, 2w, = w. + iwy.
A (complex-valued) function w(z) belongs to class e (class SC) if it is continuous (satisfies a Holder condition). If w has partial derivatives with
respect to x and y of order n, which are of class e (of class SC), then w is of
class C' (of class 3C0). w(z) is said to have property 6' at z = co if w(l/z)
has property 6' at z = 0.
2. Difterentiation and Integration. Pseudo-analytic Functions.-Two
functions, F(z) and G(z), of clas 5C' defined in a domain Do c Eo are said
to form a generating pair in Do if Im (FG) > 0. Our generalization of
function theory is based on assigning to a generating pair (F, G) the part
played in the classical theory by (1, i).
A function w(z) defined in a domain D, D c Do, admits the unique
representation

w(z) = p(z)F(z) + #(z)G(z),

(1)

where (p and y6 are real-valued. If for some zo e D the limit

tb(zo)

= lim
z-so

w(z) -

p(zo)F(z) - 4#(zo)G(z)
z -zO

(2)
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*i
exists and is finite, w(z) is said to possess at zo the (FP G)-derivat
d(p,Vw/dz. It turns out the existence of * in a domain has as far-reaching
consequences as that of the classical derivative.
A function possessing an (F, G)-derivative at all points of D it ifalled
regular (F, 0)- bseudo-analytic 1f the ftst kind (or, more briefly, pseudoanalytic) in D. If (1) is such a function, we call w(k) = v(s) + Atj)

pseudo-analyt"i of the secotd kind. The correspondence between *o and
c is one-to-one, and the two futictilons should be thought of as two repteL
sentations of the same mathenlatical entity. the class of p9eedo-analy-t
function's is closed under addition, muiltiplictation by real tontstants, a-nd
uniform convergence.
TH1Eo1xM. If w(t) is pseudo-analytic of the first kind, tv(z) antd *(.#)arc
of class SO. If w(z) is pseudo-analytic of the sec&W kind, t(s) is of dsa

ISC, and the mapping w w(z) is an interiot, sense-ptte"ftiOg, qwsi-conformal trawformation.
An isolated singulatity zo of a single-valued pseudo-analytit funttion
w(z) is called a polt if tv(S) -- a(z - z0)*,5- z, where a $& 0 and n i ia
positive integer, an essential singularity if tw(s) comes arbitrarily tl6e'tb
every complex number as z - Zo.
Ti4EORM. An isolated stngularity of a single-valued pseudian&lytic
function is either essential, or removable, or a pole.
Let W(s) be a continuous function, and P a rectifiable etrve leading frot
gl. The (F, G)-integral of tW ovr Pis defined by the equation:

zo tb

JrF~~GWd
6GFG-G(z1)Re
J;td(p G) z = F(z1)Re

JWd(F.G)

fFW dz

FG)

W is called (F, G)-integrable in a domain D if its (F, ())-integral over a cloeed
curve r vanishes whenever r is homologous to zero in b).
'1H1iOREM. A continuous function is (F, G)-integrable if and only if il is
an (F, 0)-derivative;
Xd(F, G) Z

W(Z1)0- P(ZO)FB(9) - *io)G().

(4)

A genetatinig pair (F1, G,) is called a suctessor of (F, 0) if (F, G)3derlvt
(f1, G1)-pseudo-analytic, and (F1, G1)-pseudo-ahalytic functiodA
are (F, t)-integrable. (F, 0) is then called a ptedecesso of (Fl, GU).
THEOREM. Let (F, G) be a generating pair in Do. In every bounded
domain D1, D1 c D0, (F, G) possesses a successor and a predecessor.
0, * 1, 'i 2, . . ., is Calle
A sequence of generating pairs I (F,I, 0s) )I
a geerating sequence if (F, + I,, G,, + 1) is a tuccessor of (F,, G,). A generating
pair (F, G) in Do can be embedded (in every bounded domain D,, I3 c Do)
in a generating sequence I (P, UG,)j sutch that (Fo, Go)
(F, G). With
function
w(z) has
respect to such a seqtuence an (F, G)-pseudo-analyrtic
tives are

I
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derivatives of all orders:

-W()= W W( + )=d(Fn,GA) w(#)/dz, n = 1, 2,...
The sequence I w(") (zo) determines the function w(z) uniquely.

(5)

Two generating pairs, (F, G) and (F, GT) are called equivalent if F =
a11F + a12G, G = a2iF + a22G, the ajk being real constants. A generating
sequence I (F&, G,)) is called periodic if there exists an integer ,A > 0 such
that (F, + At G, + ) is equivalent to (F,, G,). In a bounded domain every
generating pair can be embedded in a non-periodic generating sequence.
I conjecture, but have not proved, that generating pairs cannot be embedded in periodic sequences, except in special cases.
Remark: Since (F,G)-differentiability is a conformally invariant
property, pseudo-analyticity can be defined on a Riemann surface.
3. Formal powers.-A generating pair (F, G) in Eo is called a generating
pair in E if F(z) and G(z) are of class 3C' at z ,c,and Im I F( o )G( c) > 0.
THEOREM. A generating pair (F, G) in E can be embedded in a generating
sequence I(F,, G,)} in Eo in such a way that the fzsnctions F,(z), G,(z) are
continuous at z = oo. The generating pairs (F,, G,) are determined uniquely,
up to equivalences.
In this and the next section we consider a fixed generating pair (F, G)
in E embedded in a sequence described in the theorem. This involves no
serious loss of generality, since given a generating pair in Do c Eo, we can
find a generating pair in E which coincides with the given one on a preassigned closed subdomain D1 c Do.
Let a and zo be complex numbers, a $ 0, and r a real rational number.
If r $ 0, set I r = p/q, p and q being relatively prime positive integers;
if r = 0, set p = 0, q = 1. An (F,, G,)-pseudo-analytic function w(z),
q-valued and regular for 0 < z - zol < + co and such that w(z) -- a(z zo)" Z - zo, and w(z) = 0(1 zI '), z -) a, is called a (globaol) formal power
and is denoted by Zr') (a, zo; z). The corresponding function of the second
kind is denoted by *Z(') (a, zo; z). For a = 0, we set Z() (0, zo; z) = 0.
THEOREM. The formal powers Z(r) (a, zo; z) exist and are unique (for
all z, r, a, zo). If a $ 0, then the mapping w(z) = *z(r) (a, zo, z) is a homeomorphism of the q-times covered z-plane (with brqnch-points at zo and cX) onto
the p-times covered w-plane (with branch-points at 0 and Xc). Z(r (a, zo, z)
is a continuous function of zo. The formal powers-satisfy the relations:
(6)
Zr)(Xa + Jyb, zo; 2) = XZ.(ta, Zo; z) + OZ(r)(a, Zo; z)

where X and ,u are real constants, and
*Z(° (at zo; z) = a, d(F,G) Z"')(a, zo; z)/dz = rZ

(a, zo; z). (7)
It follows from (7) that once the sequence I (F,, G,) I is known, the formal
powers Z(" n = 1, 2, ..., can be obtained by successive integrations.
+

1)
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The same procedure can be carried out starting with an arbitrary generating sequence defined in a bounded domain Do. In this way we obtain
local formal powers, which have some properties in common with the global
powers. (Local formal powers with negative and/or fractional exponents
can also be defined, but not uniquely.)
4. Applications of Formal Powers.-With the aid of the global formal
powers we can reestablish all results from I §§5-13 in the present more
general circumstances. Thus we obtain Taylor and Laurent expansions
for single-valued and multiple-valued functions, interpolation theorems
for rational (regular but for a finite number of poles) pseudo-analytic
functions, the analogs of the fundamental theorem of algebra, of Cauchy's
integral formula,4 of Weierstrass' convergence theorem, of Runge's
approximation theorem, etc. We also state a result which describes the
totality of single-valued pseudo-analytic functions.
Let w(z) be single-valued and (F, G)-pseudo-analytic in a domain D,
and let f(z) be single-valued and analytic in this domain. We say that
w(z) and f(z) are similar if there exists a continuous function X(z) in D.
such that w(z) - ex(z)f(z).
THEOREM. Every single-valued analytic function f(z), z c D, has a similar
(F, G)-pseudo-analytic function w(z), and vice versa. If one of the functions
is given, the other may be c4osen so that [w(z)/f(z) I -] 1 as z -- zo, zo being a
prescribed point of D.
This theorem implies, among other things, the existence of pseudoanalytic functions with infinitely many prescribed isolated zeros and poles.
5. Pseudo-analytic Functions and Partial Differential Equations.-In
order to express pseudo-analyticity by differential equations we associate
with every generating pair (F, G) the functions

a = -(FG, - FjG)/(FG -FG), b (FG- - FiG)/(FG - FG), (8)
A = -(FGz -F2G)/(FG - FG), B = (FGz - FzG)/(FG - FG), (9)
a -i/ = 4 (F/F)(FG2 - F2G)/(FG - FG),

(10)

a and (3 being real-valued.

LEMMA. Let Do and D1 be domains such that D1 c Do c Eo. (a) Given
two functions of class 3C, a(z) and b(z), defined in DO, there exists a generating
pair (F, G) in D1 such that (8) holds. (b) Given two real-valued functions of
class 3C, a(z) and A(z), defined in DO, there exists a generating pair (F, G)
in D1 such that (10) holds.
The statements (a) and (b) remain valid for D = Do = Eo if a, b, a, (8 =
ZI-2), Z
(ITHEOREM.

Co.

A function w(z) - p(z)F(z) +
pseudo-analytic if and only if

#(z)G(z) of class e' is (F, G)-
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u =aw+bw

(11)

Fs +GCL =0.

(12)

i.e., if and oniy if

If this condition is satisfied, then
* = wz Aw-Bw
and

)2= at

Apz+G%Pz
-

Bvb.

(13)

(14)

(Note that (14) and part (a) of the lemma imply the existence of
successors.)
Eliminating from (12) the function so we obtain the equation
.

+

oy + a*x + #y

=

-0(15)

where a and ,B are given by (10).
Example: Let o(z) be a positive function of class 3C', and set (F, G) =
(a1/2 i&'). Then the (F, G)-pseudo-analytic functions of the first
(second) kind are the reduced pseudo-analytic (pseudo-analytic) functions
of I. If a' = ao(x)o02(y), then the functions of the second kind are sigmamonogenic.2 In this case a generating sequence can be obtained by setting
) =
jal/2) where a =
(F2, G21) = (F, G), (F2, + 1,,
Consider now the general linear homogeneous partial differential equation (with real coefficients):
1

A1,,= + 2A12#z,1 + A224,y + B1N6 + B206 + r# = o. (16)
We assume that the coefficients AJk are of class 3C', the coefficients B1, of
2

class 3C, and that the ellipticity condition (A,,A22- A > 0) is satisfied in
the domain considered.' By introducing new independent variables (16)
can be reduced to the form

O.", +

i

+ 4. +

AP, + W,

=

0.

(17)

If y _ 0, this equation is at the form (15) and it follows from statement
(b) of the lemma that, for an appropriate choice of (F, a), the solutions
of our equation will be the imaginary parts of (F, G)-pseudo-analytic
functions of the second kind. If' 0-O, we consider equation (17) in a
domain where it possesses a positive solution ^o, and introducing the new
unknown function t'- = 1/0o reduce the equation to the form (15).
Consider next the general system of linear homogeneous partial diff&rential equations (with real coefficients).
A lpx + A jpp + Bj1* + Bj2ofv+ r,,i + r,2F6 = 0, j 1, 2. (18)
This system is elliptic if the roots of the equation det (AJk- XBjk) - 0
-
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are complex. We assume that this condition is satisfied in the domain
considered, and that the coefficients Ai, Bft are of class 5C', the coefficients
r,k of class 3C. By introducing new independent variables (18) can be
reduced to the form
P =
'Ps = 1"# + aTy + 7illP + -112, 'PV

a0

+ T1,6 + 721'P + 722# (19)

where of has constant sign. Without loss of generality we assume that
a > 0. Setyy2 = 'Y21 + 'y2 + Y22 + _y22. If y - , equations (19) are
equivalent to equation (12) for F = 1, G = -Xr + ia. Solutions (p, 4S) are
then real and imaginary parts of (F, G)-pseudo-analytic functions of the
second kind. If p 0, we reduce (19) to a system of the same form with
0, by introducing new unknown functions V', ^6 such that s = (P°p +
y
(41, 4 = #1 + 12t, where (,p, l1), (e, 02) are fixed solutions of (19) with
(p1#2 - V2#,1 > 0. The existence of such solutions follows easily from
statement (a) of the lemma.
On the other hand, we can introduce new unknown functions u = so- T,
v = o. Then:w = u + iv satisfies an equation of the form (11). It
follows from (a) that, for an appropriate choice of (F, G), solutions (u, v)
are real and imaginary parts of (F, G)-pseudo-analytic functions of the
first kind.
Thus the theory of pseudo-analytic functions bears the same relationship
to the general theory of elliptic equations as the theory of analytic functions
does to that of the Laplace equation.
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